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Introduction

Putting together the body of the IKEA wardrobe
It’s very important to put together the body of the IKEA wardrobe according to the IKEA instructions. We recommend 

cross-measuring carefully and making sure that the center of the wardrobe has the same measurements as the top and 

bottom before the back panel is attached. If the body of the wardrobe is crooked, it will be difficult to adjust the front to 

create an attractive result.

Drawers
We recommend that you wait to mount the drawers and drawer rails until the hinges for the front of the wardrobe are 

installed. That way you’ll be sure there is room for both the hinges and the drawers.

METOD + PAX
You can use either IKEA’s wardrobe system PAX or its kitchen system METOD to create wardrobes.

If the two systems are to be combined to create a total wardrobe, keep in mind that they do not have the same 

measurements. METOD cabinets are 60 cm deep and PAX cabinets are 58 cm deep. That means PAX cabinets need to 

be adapted with blocks before installation if they are to fit together with METOD cabinets.
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Fronter

Hinges 
METOD:

UTRUSTA 45°: This hinge is used only for a corner wall cabinet with two doors.

UTRUSTA 95°: Fits on cabinets with a built-in refrigerator or freezer. 

UTRUSTA 110°: Standard hinge for doors.

UTRUSTA 153°: Use this hinge if you want an interior drawer behind a door, or if the door and cabinet have a side panel 

or a frame along the side of the cabinet.

You can easily mount the door in the correct position. All of IKEA’s hinges can be adjusted according to height, depth, 

and width.

PAX: 

Use KOMPLEMENT hinges from IKEA for your &SHUFL cabinet doors.

Please note that in some cases you will need to use the screws sent along with your &SHUFL order instead of the screws 

provided with IKEA’s hinges.

Cabinet doors
&SHUFLs fronts are thicker, heavier, and stronger than other cabinet doors. Please note that you will need to use an 

extra hinge on cabinet doors that are more than 60 cm tall.

We recommend that you use the installation guide provided with IKEA hinges. Below you can read which hinges we 

recommend for various purposes.
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Installation

Attaching side panels 
Side panels should be attached with screws. The screws 

are mounted directly through the wardrobe body and 

into the side panels. 

We recommend using 30 mm long screws for this task.

Customization
Our side panels are usually delivered slightly large. This 

is so they can be adapted to any abnormalities in the 

room. Make sure to cut down the side panels in a way 

that is as invisible as possible. The cut might be against 

the floor, the wall, or the ceiling. 

Use masking tape to indicate the cutting line before you 

start sawing, so you can avoid having ends that look 

shabby or uneven. 

If you have ordered the side panels slightly large, in 

most cases you can avoid having to saw off the body 

of the wardrobe around the foot panels by moving the 

wardrobe away from the wall and cutting along the side 

panels.
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Floorboards 
PAX

We recommend that you move &SHUFL’s floorboards in 

so they stand up against the body of the cabinet from 

IKEA. &SHUFL’s floorboards are installed directly on the 

IKEA body and floorboards with installation glue.
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To make sure that the side panels cover the top rail, the 

side panels should be installed so that there is either 

19mm, 21mm, or 23mm extra, depending on whether the 

side panels are 19mm, 21mm, or 23mm thick.
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We recommend that you move &SHUFL’s floorboards in 

so they stand up against the IKEA floorboards. &SHUFL’s 

floorboards should be fastened tightly with screws 

through IKEA’s wardrobe body.


